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SIT BACK & RELAX

The Clarence Bar, Dublin 2

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT & STYLE

Deluxe Double Room at The Clarence, Dublin 2

THE CLARENCE
The Clarence is located right in the heart of Dublin City. It boasts
spectacular views, beautiful spaces for working during the day,
Penthouse meeting spaces that stretch over two floors overlooking
the city and our in-house DIME coffee hatch to keep your energy
high throughout the day. The Clarence offers large corporate
rooms for transient stays and suites overlooking the River Liffey
for corporate groups. Suites can accommodate meetings and
parties of varying sizes and The Penthouse is perfect for intimate
get-togethers. Experience all of what The Clarence has to offer
and turn your workday into an overnight stay with a selection of
corporate rooms to choose from. From Standard Doubles through
to Deluxe Doubles, River View Rooms, Suites and it’s world famous
Penthouse Suite, it has everything you need and nothing you don’t!
For all corporate rate requests please reach out to our sales team
– corporate@theclarence.ie
The Rose Room
Our newly refurbished Rose Room is a bold, yet elegant room
overlooking the River Liffey. The suite can be subdivided into three
smaller sections Rose Room A, B, and C to host a meeting area, tea
and coffee station or even a separate dining space. The space as a
whole can host 100 delegates in a theatre style or 60 delegates in
a cabaret configuration. Whichever you choose, we have a range
of additional complimentary facilities and equipment for events
which include an LCD screen projector, podium with microphone,
PA system, flipcharts, note pads and pens.

Capacities:

Reception

Banqueting

Theatre Style

Rose Room

120

100

100

Rose Room A

TBC

30

50

Rose Room B

TBC

20

20

Rose Room C

TBC

30

50

Contact | events@theclarence.ie

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Our meetings and events team can assist with corporate exclusives
of the below spaces
The Curious Mister
The Curious Mister is a gorgeously appointed cocktail bar to relax
and enjoy a drink. Hidden within The Clarence Hotel, this newly
refurbished bar serves up a whole host of expertly crafted drinks.
From classics to cocktails, our cosy little space combines classic
with contemporary to give an intimate sense of old-world glamour.
The Stout Bar
For cosy pints of plain, look no further than The Stout Bar, a snug
and cosy bar adjacent to The Curious Mister that specialises in
its namesake. With four key pints of stout to choose from, it does
exactly what it says on the tin! Keep it simple with a Guinness,
Beamish, Island’s Edge or Murphy’s and enjoy laid back fireside
chats while watching the world go by!
Cleaver East
Located within The Clarence is a contemporary restaurant owned
by one of Ireland’s most progressive Michelin chefs/restaurateur,
Oliver Dunne. Open Wednesday – Sunday, offering a playful
menu, championing locally sourced Irish ingredients with infusions
from East Asia; full of explosive flavours, aged craft meat cuts and
bone-in grilled seafood.

Capacity:

Sitting

The Curious Mister

50

The Stout Bar

27

Cleaver East

120

Contact | events@theclarence.ie

